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ABSTRACT
The e-services paradigm promises to enable rich, flexible, and dy-
namic inter-operation of highly distributed, heterogeneous network-
enabled services. Among the challenges, a fundamental question
concerns the design and analysis of composite e-services. This
paper proposes techniques towards automated design of compos-
ite e-services. We consider the Roman model which represents e-
services as activity-based finite state automata. For a given set of
existing e-services and a desired e-service, does there exist a “medi-
ator” which delegates activities in the desired e-service to existing
e-services? The question was raised in an early study by Berardi et.
al. for a restricted subclass of delegators which does not take into
consideration of future activities. In this paper, we define a more
general class of delegators called ”lookahead” delegators and we
show that the hierarchy based on the amount of lookahead is strict.
We, then, study the complexity of constructing such delegators. We
prove that in the case of deterministic e-services, a k-lookahead
delegator can be computed in time polynomial in the size of target
and subcontractor e-services, and exponential in k and the number
of subcontractor e-services. We also present Wozart, an automated
mediator construction tool implemented to realize our approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The e-services paradigm promises to enable rich, flexible, and dy-
namic inter-operation of highly distributed, heterogeneous network-
enabled services. Emerging standards such as SOAP [23], WSDL
[25], BPEL [4], and research efforts that are building on or taking
advantage of the paradigm such as the OWL-S (formerly DAML-
S) program [19], the Semantic eWallets project [13], ActiveXML
[2], have made a substantial progress toward this goal. However,
given the ostensible long-term goal of enabling the automated dis-
covery, composition, enactment, and monitoring of collections of
e-services (we also use web services interchangeably) working to
achieve a specified objective, key pieces are missing to make the
goal a reality. Among the challenges, a fundamental question con-
cerns the design and analysis of composite e-services. The focus of
this paper is on automated design of composite e-services.

Automated composition was studied in [24, 16] in the context of
workflows. In [24], the global dependencies are given as a tree
with optional and choices on some dependencies, resembling the
event algebra [22]. An algorithm was given to map to a Petri-net
that generates the root of the tree without violating the dependen-
cies. In a simpler model, [16] starts from a pair of pre- and post-
conditions and assembles the workflow by selecting tasks from a
given library. The synthesis problem for finite state specifications
has been studied intensely within the automata theory and verifica-
tion community [5, 1]. Consider synthesis of a collection of finite
automata interacting via bounded queues. The synthesis problem
has a variant for open and closed systems. In the closed case, a
”folkloric” result is that synthesis from a formula can be decided
by linear reduction to the satisfiability test for the logic hence it can
be done in PSPACE for LTL and in PTIME for ω-regular sets rep-
resented explicitly by an automaton. The open case is undecidable
[20] in general, but decidable when e-services are connected in a
linear topology [15].

Automated e-service composition has been the focus of several re-
cent studies. One approach was developed in the context of OWL-
S [18]. The basic question there is whether a given collection
of atomic services can be combined, using the OWL-S construc-
tors, to form a composite service that accomplishes a stated goal.
Their approach is to encode the underlying situation calculus world
view, the desired goal, the individual services in terms of their pre-
conditions and effects, and the OWL-S constructors into a Petri net
model. This reduces the problem of composability to the problem


